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RE:  Senate Resolution 080204-2

Resolution/Policy: Alter function of “Professor's Permission to Override a Closed Course” Form
Resolution 080204-2

Background:

WHEREAS, unknown to many faculty, an override form not only serves to allow course caps to be waived, it also serves as a prerequisite waiver form, overriding any and all prerequisites that the student may not have met.

MAY IT THEREFORE BE RESOLVED, the "Professor's Permission To Override A Closed Course" form shall serve only to allow students to get into a closed section. It shall not also serve as a “Prerequisite Waiver” form.

Acceptance:
_____ I give my approval. I have forwarded this item to ___________________________ for implementation.

_____ No approval is actually needed. I have forwarded this item to the following individual or office for informational purposes only:

____________________________________________________________________

ADDITIONAL REVIEW NEEDED:
_____ I am willing to give approval if the following modification(s) are made:

_____ Before I can approve or reject this item, I need clarification on the following:

_____ I have forwarded this item to the following individual or office for further consideration and consultation.

Rejection:
_____ I decline acceptance of this item for the following reason:
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